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We have investigated the mesomorphic behaviour of a partially deuteriated side chain LC 
olymethacrylate, poly[4- [6-methacryloyloxyhexyl-oxy]-4'-methoxyazobenzene], by means of 
'I4 NMR, DSC and optical microscopy. Evidence for a phase transition occurring in the middle 
of the nematic phase-has been found.. 

1. Introduction 
A wide variety of different side chain liquid crystal (LC) 

polymers has already been synthesized and characterized 
[l]. In particular, there is a growing interest in the 
properties of azobenzene-containing side chain LC 
polymers, because of their photoresponsive properties and 
their potential application in electro-optics and non-linear 
optics [2]. 'H NMR has proven to be a successful technique 
in the study of the molecular order, phase transitions and 
dynamics of LC polymers [3]. In this paper we report 
preliminary results of a 'H NMR investigation of a side 
chain LC polymethacrylate, poly[4-[6-methacryloyloxy- 
hexyl- 1 -oxy]-4'-methoxyazobenzene], deuteriated as 
sketched in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Polymer structure and reference axis system. 

* Author for correspondence. 

2. Results 
The mesophasic behaviour of this polymer sample 

(A?,, = 50 000, A.?,+,/iI?,, = 2.8 by SEC) was followed by DSC 
and optical microscopy and by 'H transverse-relaxation 
measurements (TZ). The phase transition temperatures 
(with enthalpies in kJ (mol repeat unit) - ') were deter- 
mined by DSC on heating (see figure 2) and are 
summarized as follows: 

g 75°C S A  91°C (1.4) X 112'C ( - 0 . 5 )  N 132°C (1.2) I 

I 1 I I I I 
20 4 0  6 0  80 100 120 140 

Temperature ("C) 

Figure 2. DSC heating and cooling curves (10 K min - ') for the 
deuteriated polymethacrylate (g: glass; SA: smectic A; X: 
provisionally unidentified mesophase; N: nematic; I: 
isotropic). 
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The existence of smectic A and nematic mesophases 
(SA = 95°C N = 140°C I) had already been established by 
various techniques for analogous polymethacrylates, 
either non-deuteriated or deuteriated at different positions 
[4]. In the present polymer sample, an additional transition 
to a provisionally unidentified mesophase X was detected 
at 112°C. There was a rather low enthalpy change 
associated with this transition ( = 0-5 kJ (mol repeat 
unit)-'), suggesting that there may be only a small 
variation in the order of the two phases. However, this 
could not be confirmed by polarizing optical microscopy 
observations, as no specific optical textures were devel- 
oped by the polymer samples event after annealing for 
long periods of time. The above transitions were reversible 
on cooling, the formation of the smectic phase occurring 
with limited supercooling at 88°C. This is due to the close 
proximity of this transition to the glass temperature 
(Tg = 75°C) A detailed X-ray diffraction investigation of 
the deuteriated sample is in progress. 

t 

90T 11 3OC 

In figure 3, some 'H NMR spectra recorded for the 
polymer sample at various temperatures are shown as 
typical examples; in figure 4 the quadrupolar splittings 
attainable from the recorded spectra are plotted versus 
temperature. The sample displays an isotropic phase above 
130OC. On cooling to 89°C a marked jumped in the 
aromatic deuteron splitting corresponds with the X-SA 
transition. Below 67"C, the splitting does not increase 
further, as the order degree of the smectic phase is locked 
in. The small splitting of the methoxy deuterons presents 
amaximum at 117°C. Below this temperature, the splitting 
rapidly decreases until, at 107°C the relevant quadrupolar 
doublet collapses into one single, broad peak. This 
behaviour is reminiscent of that found for the quadrupolar 
splittings of the terminal methyl deuterons of 4-n-octyl-4'- 
cyanobiphenyl at the N-SA transition [51. The main 
peculiarity of the trends in figure 4, however, is the 
discontinuity detected at 112°C for both the aromatic and 
methoxy deuteron splittings. This is particularly evident 
in the latter case. Such discontinuities occurring in the 
middle of the nematic range could point to the presence of 
a phase transition X-N, as also revealed by DSC at the 
same temperature. Before discussing the nature of this 
transition, we will analyse the quadrupolar splittings in 
terms of the order parameters of the mesogenic moiety. 
The procedure that we follow is necessarily approx- 
imate; a detailed discussion of the determination of the 
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Quadmpolar splittings of aromatic (0) and ( + ) 
methoxy deuterons versus temperature. Different vertical 
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Figure 4. 
Figure 3 .  *H NMR spectra of the polymer at various 

temperatures. scales are used. 
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0.05. Figure 5.  (a) The order parameter S, 
versus temperature. S, of the 0.04 

0.03 

0.02 

deuteriated ring, as computed 
from equation (1) with the as- 
sumptions of negligible 9" and 
biaxiality (A); S, of the 

computed from equations (1) and 

(b) The order biaxiality S, - S, 

ment versus temperature, as com- 
puted from equations (1) and (2) 

(c) The biaxiality S,, - S, as a 

methoxyazobenzene fragment, as Po.o1 
u, 

(2) with a = 0 (0) and a = 1 ( + ). 
of the methoxyazobenzene frag- -0.02 

with a=O (0) and a = l  (+). 
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orientational order in LC phases is reported, for instance, 
in [6]. 

The data relative to the aromatic deuterons can be used 
to estimate the order parameter, S,, of the para-axis of the 
ring by means of equation (l), if we assume a vanishingly 
small asymmetry parameter q" for the quadrupolar 
interaction and the order biaxiality S&, (see figure 1 for 
the reference frame); the Avg values must be negative to 
implement positive S, values. Of course, the trend of S,, 
plotted in figure 5 (a) against the temperature, closely 
reflects that of the quadrupolar splitting. 

The data relative to the aromatic and methoxy deuterons 
can be used together (see equations (1) and (2)) to evaluate 
the principal order parameter S, and the order biaxiality 
Sm-Su for the methoxyazobenzene moiety. In fact, all the 
rotations around single bonds are fast and produce an 
averaging of the spectra of symmetry-related conforrna- 
tions, for which a reliable geometry can be assumed 
[7-101. The aromatic fragment is presumably planar, with 

regular hexagonal structures and parallel para-axes of the 
rings (a single splitting has been found for deuterons on 
different rings in the selectively deuteriated poly- 
methacrylate, which indicates that the orientational order 
of the two rings is the same [S]). Moreover, as far as the 
rotation around the phenyl-OCD3 bond is concerned, the 
only populated conformations are those with the C-0 
bonds in the plane of the rings [9]. Altogether, with the 
obvious choice of the reference frame shown in figure 1, 
both experimental splittings depend on the two order 
parameters S, and S,-SW The splitting of the methoxy 
deuterons in principle also depends on the S,, value, which 
is most probably small, but not necessarily vanishing. 
We cannot determine three order parameters from 
two experimental sets of data but we can estimate 
the importance of neglecting S,, by assuming a rotation 
of some degree, u for the principal reference frame of 
S in the xz plane and by expressing S,, as a function 
of S,, Syy-Srr and a. The equations we have used are 
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the following: 

AvT = (3/4)qar{ Sz,{(3 cos2 p" - I ) + qa' sin2 p"] 
- (S,, - S,,)[sin2pa + (qar/3)(l + COS'/~")]} ( I )  

AvYt = (3/4)qme'{ S,[(3 C O S ~  pmet - 1) 

- (3/4) sin2 pmel tan 2~11- (sVy - S,,)[sin2 p""' 
+ (1/4)sin 2 pm"tan ~ c I ] }  (2) 

In equation (l), /I" is the angle between the C-D 
aromatic bond and the z-axis, fixed at 60"; q" and ylar are 
assumed to be 180 kHz and 0.04, respectively, two suitable 
values for aromatic deuterons [ 1 1 1. The methoxy deuteron 
quadrupolar splitting can be referred to the threefold 
rotation axis of the group, with a proper reduction of the 
quadrupolar coupling constant [ 121. Therefore, in equa- 
tion (Z), jF' is the angle between the z-axis and the axis 
of the methyl group, fixed at 1244" as determined for the 
C - 0 4  angle in alkyloxybenzenes [lo]; q""' is 57 kHz and 
qnYt is 0.0. Both experimental splittings have to be chosen 
negative, in order to obtain a trend in S,, consistent with 
that found using only Av;. 

The behaviour of S,, and S,, - Sxx with varying 
temperature is reported in figures 5 (a) and (b),  respect- 
ively, for the two cases of CI = 0 and 1"; in figure 5 ( c )  the 
relationship between SZz and S,, - S, is shown. The three 
plots are similar to those typical of low molar mass LCs 
or of small molecules dissolved in LC phases [13,14], 
except of the discontinuities at 112°C. At 91"C, there is a 
jump in the order, typical of the N-SA first order phase 
transition. It is evident from figures 5 (a )  and (b), as from 
direct inspection of equations (1) and (2), that the 
experimental value of Av; is mainly determined by S,, 
while Av?' is dominated by the small biaxiality S,, - S,. 
When CI = 1" is assumed instead of N = 0", the order 
parameter trends are shifted, but not substantially vaned, 
and the jump in S,, - S, at 112°C corresponds to a change 
of sign of this parameter. Eventually, we can conclude that 
the discontinuities found for the experimental quadrupolar 
splittings at 112°C are easily ascribable to jumps in the 
order parameters, the biaxiality in particular, of the 
mesogenic moiety at this temperature. 

The trends in AvF (see figure 4) and S,, (see figure 5 (a)) 
are typical of specific liquid crystal phases. In nematic 
phases, both IAvYI and S,, rapidly increase with decreasing 
temperature, whereas in smectic phases they vary much 
more slowly. Therefore, it might be consistent to associate 
these results with a phase transition within the nematic 
phase of the polymer-that is, to identify the X mesophase 
as a nematic phase. The possible existence of different 
nematic phases has been claimed with respect to the 
problem of uniaxialhiaxial nematics [ 15, 161. Very 
recently, a simple model within the molecular field 
approximation has been proposed to explain the unusual 

transitional behaviour of LC dimers; this is also able to 
predict the occurrence of a first-order nematic-to-nematic 
transition [ 17). The possibility of the existence of various 
levels of nematic order has also been discussed theoreti- 
cally for side chain LC polymers [ 181, and it was suggested 
that a side chain LC polymer that had been uniaxially 
oriented under mechanical stress gave rise to two different 
nematic structures [ 191. Examples of nematic-to-nematic 
transitions have also been theoretically predicted (201 and 
experimentally provided for completely different main 
chain LC polymers [21,22]. Thereforc, this question 
appears to be of very general relevance and further work 
on this line is in progress. 

The authors thank Professor E. Chiellini for fruitful 
discussions and the Italian MURST for financial support. 
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